Neocor Fusion
Ledger™

What are the benefits of using a
Decentralized Platform for Software
License and Asset Management?
Improve the trust between the Software
Publisher and Licensee, reducing
software audits.
Track delivery and activation status and
receive notifications of requests and
transfers.
Prevents unauthorized use of software
using cryptography and storing license
keys in protected environment.
Supports virtually any license model
from trial, subscription, perpetual,
enterprise to per user licensing.

Neocor Fusion Ledger™

Neocor Fusion Ledger is
designed for organizations
seeking to improve
compliance and governance
of software licensing and IT
asset management. The
system can be easily
customized to suit the
specific needs of any
organization.
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Prevent Software Licensing
Disputes
Breakthrough Technology

Key Capabilities of the Platform

The NeocorBlock Platform is a
decentralized application that helps
Software Publishers and Enterprises
monitor license positions and minimize
risks of unauthorized use of software
assets. The solution was developed
using Solidity for Smart Contracts, on
the Ethereum blockchain platform.

Contract repository

What does this mean for the Software
Ecosystem?

Intuitive Dashboards and Intelligent
Reporting

Unlike other tools available on the
market today, using NeocorBlock
License terms, entitlements, and use
are immutable. There would be fewer
audits. Assignment and use records
between the parties would be digitally
signed, tracked and management on

Integration with Configuration
Management Systems

the secure ledger.

How would a decentralized
application using blockchain
technology solve the problems with
traditional licensing
Disruptive solution . A publisher would
create an order that runs as a smart
contract, causing proof of ownership.
Then the licensee would accept the
contract and rights and assign use
to employees. All three parties would
be verified on the ledger. All the
transactions and history related to the
software license, could be viewed on the
ledger

Neocor Fusion Ledger™

Software Distribution Management
Hardware & Software Inventory
Management
Automated Software License
Compliance Management
Comprehensive Software Usage
Analysis

About Us
Neocor Holdings is a fast growing
software startup based in Silicon Valley.
Neocor is paving the way making it
possible to solve the challenges of
distributing and managing software
licenses. The company was founded
by a team with extensive experience in
enterprise software licensing

Contact Us
Phone: 415-324-8854
Email: info@neocor.io
Web: www.neocor.io
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